Abstract. -In this paper, we will give an upper bound and a lower bound of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of projective hypersurfaces, which are uniform and explicit. These two bounds have the optimal dominant terms. As an application, we use the lower bound to get an estimate of the density of rational points with small heights in a hypersurface.
Introduction
In this paper, we focus on an estimate of arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of arithmetic schemes. More precisely, we will give an upper bound and a lower bound of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of a hypersurface, which are both explicit and uniform.
1.1. History. -Let X be a closed sub-scheme of P n k over the field k of dimension d, and L be a very ample line bundle over X. We have (cf. [ 
for D ∈ N + . We call dim k H 0 (X, L ⊗D ) the (geometric) Hilbert-Samuel function of X with respect to L of the variable D ∈ N + . It is one of the central subjects in Arakelov geometry to find an arithmetic analogue of the Hilbert-Samuel function defined above. Let K be a number field, O K be its ring of integers, M K,f be the set of its finite places, and M K,∞ be the set of infinite places. We suppose that π : X → Spec O K is a arithmetic variety of Krull dimension d + 1, which means that X is integral and the morphism π is flat and projective. Let L = L , ( . v ) v∈MK,∞ be a (semi-positive or positive) normed very ample line bundle over X (on the generic fiber). Let
Or equivalently, we consider H 0 (X , L ⊗D ) as a normed vector bundle equipped with some induced norms over Spec O K , and we consider the its (normalized) Arakelov degree deg n H 0 (X , L ⊗D ) or its slope µ H 0 (X , L ⊗D ) . Usually we call the above functions of D ∈ N + the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of X , L . We expect that we have
for D ∈ N + , and for different cases, we have some results on this topic. In [18] , H. Gillet and C. Soulé proved such an asymptotic formula ( [18, Theorem 8] ) with respect to a Hermitian line bundle as a consequence of the arithmetic RiemannRoch theorem ( [18, Theorem 7] ), where they suppose X has a regular generic fiber. In [1, Théorème principal] , A. Abbes and T. Bouche proved the same result without the arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem supposing the same condition on the generic fiber. In [32, Theorem 1.4] , S. Zhang proved this result without the condition of smooth generic fiber by some technique of asymptotic analysis. In [27, Théorème A], H. Randriambololona generalized this result to the case of coherent sheaf from a sub-quotient of the normed vector bundle.
In [26] , P. Philippon et M. Sombra proposed another definition of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function, and they proved an asymptotic formula for the case of toric varieties (see [26, Théorème 0.1]). In [19] , M. Hajli proved the same asymptotic formula for the case of general projective varieties with the definition in [26] .
It is also an important topic to consider the uniform bounds of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of arithmetic varieties, with a possibly minor modification of the definition. In [11] , S. David and P. Philippon give an explicit uniform lower bound of the the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function. This result is reformulated by H. Chen in [9, Theorem 4.8] for a study of counting rational points. In fact, let X → Spec O K be an arithmetic varieties, and L be a very ample Hermitian line bundle over X which determines a polarization in P n OK such that deg (X × Spec OK Spec K) = δ as a closed sub-scheme of P n K . We denote by µ(F D ) the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function the above X (see Definition 2.5 for the precise definition) of variable D ∈ N + . In the above literatures, the inequality
is uniformly verified for any D 2(n − d)(δ − 1) + d + 2 (see also [9, Remark 4.9] for some minor modification), where h L (X ) is the height of X defined by the arithmetic intersection theory (cf. [12, Definition 2.5] ). But this estimate is far from optimal. Even the coefficient of h L (X ) is not optimal compared with that in the asymptotic formula.
1.2. Principle result. -In this paper, we will give an upper bound and a lower bound of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of a hypersurface. In fact, we will prove the following result (in Theorem 3.5).
Theorem 1.1. -Let O(1) be the universal bundle of P n K equipped with ℓ 2 -nomrs (see (12) for the definition). Let X be a hypersurface of degree δ in P , and the constants C 1 (n, δ) and C 2 (n, δ) will be given explicitly in Theorem 3.5.
Since we can explicitly compare the possible involved heights of X (see [4, §3, §4] , [21, §B.7] , [9, Proposition 3.6] and Proposition 4.4 of this paper), it is not very serious to choose what kind of heights of X in the statement of Theorem 1.1 if we do not care the constants C 1 (n, δ) and C 2 (n, δ) above. In Theorem 1.1, the coefficients of h(X) are optimal compared with that in the asymptotic formula. In fact, we consider a special case in this paper, but we get a better estimate than that in [11] and [9, Theorem 4.8].
1.3. Motivation and an application. -The lower bound of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function can be applied in the problem of counting rational points by the determinant method, see [10, Theorem 3.1] for example. By [9, Proposition 2.12] , if the heights of rational points can be bounded by a term depending on the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function, then these rational points can be covered by a hypersurface which does not contain the generic point of the original variety. In order to apply this proposition, a good uniform lower bound of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function plays an important role. In Theorem 4.6 (see also Remark 4.7), we will prove the following result. Theorem 1.2. -Let K be a number field, X be an integral hypersurface in P n K of degree δ, and H K (X) be the height of X (see Definition 4. 3 for the precise definition). We suppose that S(X; B) is the set of rational points of X whose heights (see Definition 4.1 and Definition 4.2) are smaller than or equal to B. If
then S(X; B) can be covered by one hypersurface of degree smaller than or equal to δ which does not contain the generic point of X.
The implicit constant depending on n and K in Theorem 1.2 will be explicitly written down in Theorem 4.6.
These kinds of estimates are useful in the determinant method (see [20, 28, 29] for the classical version and [9, 10] for the approach of Arakelov geometry). In [20, Theorem 4] , [7, Lemma 3] , [28, Lemma 6.3] , and [29, Lemma 1.7] , the exponent of B in Theorem 1.2 is of O n (δ 3 ). In the remark under the statement of [31, Theorem 1.3], the same exponent of B as in Theorem 1.2 is obtained, but the degree of the auxiliary hypersurface can only be given as O n,δ (1). All the arguments mentioned above work on K = Q and their constants are implicit.
1.4. Structure of article. -This paper is organized as following: in §2, we provide the basic setting of the whole problem. In §3, first we state an estimate of arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of projective spaces, and we get the estimates of that of hypersurfaces by comparing some norms. In §4, by applying the slope inequalities over an evaluation map, we prove that the rational points of small heights in a hypersurface can be covered by a bounded degree hypersurface which does not contain its generic points.
In the appendix, we will give a uniform explicit estimate of the arithmetic HilbertSamuel function of projective spaces with respect to the symmetric norm, which is finer than that in [15, Annexe] .
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Notations and Preliminaries
In this section, we will introduce some useful notations and definitions. Let K be a number field, and O K be its ring of integers. We denote by M K,f the set of finite places of K, and by M K,∞ the set of infinite places of K. In addition, we denote by C which is invariant under the action of Gal(C/K v ).
If rk OK (E) = 1, we say that E is a Hermitian line bundle. We suppose that F is a sub-O K -module of E. We say that F is a saturated sub-
With the above definitions. If
is a exact sequence of O K -modules, we say that
is a exact sequence of Hermitian vector bundles over Spec O K , and we denote G = E/F . For simplicity, we denote by E K = E ⊗ OK K in this paper below.
2.2.
Arakelov degree and slope.
-Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle over Spec O K , and {s 1 , . . . , s r } be a K-basis of E ⊗ OK K. The Arakelov degree of E is defined as 
as the normalized Arakelov degree of E, which is independent of the choice of the base field K. Let E be a non-zero Hermitian vector bundle over Spec O K , and rk(E) be the rank of E. The slope of E is defined as
In addition, we denote by µ max (E) the maximal value of slopes of all non-zero Hermitian sub-bundles, and by µ min (E) the minimal value of slopes of all non-zero Hermitian quotients bundles of E. 
We refer the readers to [5, (3. 3)] for a proof of the equality (1).
Definition of arithmetic
Hilbert-Samuel function.
-Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle of rank n + 1 on Spec O K , and P(E) be the projective space which represents the functor from the category of commutative O K -algebras to the category of sets mapping all O K -algebra A to the set of rank 1 projective quotient A-module of E ⊗ OK A. We denote by π : 
and let r(n, D) be the its rank over O K . In fact, we have
For each v ∈ M K,∞ , we denote by . v,sup the norm over
where . v,FS is the corresponding Fubini-Study norm. Next, we will introduce the metric of John, see [30] for a systematic introduction of this notion. In general, for a given symmetric convex body C, there exists the unique ellipsoid J(C), called ellipsoid of John, contained in C whose volume is maximal.
For the O K -module E D and any place v ∈ M K,∞ , we take the ellipsoid of John of its unit closed ball defined via the norm . v,sup , and this ellipsoid induces a Hermitian norm, noted by . v,J this norm. For every section s ∈ E D , the inequality 
where E J is the Hermitian vector bundle equipped withe the norms of John induced from the original norms.
Remark 2.2. -The reason why we consider the metric of John is that the hermitian vector bundles equipped with this metrics are useful in the determinant method reformulated by Arakelov geometry, see [9, 10] for more details about this. This method is important and useful in counting rational points problems.
Let A be a ring, and E be an A-module. We denote by Sym If we consider the above E D defined in (2) as a O K -module, we have the iso-
. Then for every place v ∈ M K,∞ , the Hermitian norm . v over E v,C induces a Hermitian norm . v,sym by the symmetric product. More precisely, this norm is the quotient norm induced by the quotient morphism
where the vector bundle E ⊗D is equipped with the norm of tensor product of E over
.10] for a definition). We say that this norm is the symmetric norm over Sym D (E). For any place v ∈ M K,∞ , the . v,J and . v,sym are invariant under the action of the unitary group U (E v,C , . v ) of order n + 1. Then they are proportional and the ratio is independent of the choice of v ∈ M K,∞ (see [4, Lemma 4.3.6 ] for a proof). We denote by R 0 (n, D) the constant such that, for every section 0 = s ∈ E D,v , the equality (6) log s v,J = log s v,sym + R 0 (n, D).
is verified. 
In the above equality, the constant R 0 (n, D) defined in the equality (6) satisfies the inequality
where the constant r(n, D) = rk(E D ) follows the definition in the equality (3).
Let X be a pure dimensional closed sub-scheme of P(E K ), and X be the Zariski closure of X in P(E). We denote by
. When the integer D is large enough, the homomorphism η X,D is surjective, which means 
where the height
of X is defined by the arithmetic intersection theory (cf. [12, Definition 2.5]).
2.4.
A height function of projective varieties. -In this part, we will introduce a kind of height functions of a projective scheme X. For this aim, first we will introduce the notion of Cayley form of the scheme X, where we follow the construction in [9, §3] . Next, we will construct a family of generators of X from its Cayley form, and we define this height of X as the slope of the Hermitian vector bundle generated by these generators equipped with some induced norms. Cayley form has a very close relation to Chow form, which is also introduced in the above reference. In this paper, the notion of Chow form will not be used.
be the Grassmannian which classifies all the quotients of rank d + 1 of E ∨ K (or we can say all the sub-space of rank
ofǦ is a homogeneous quotient algebra of the algebra
To explain the role of Plücker coordinate, we consider the following construction: we denote by
Let Γ be the sub-scheme of
K be the two canonical projections. Then we have the following proposition. Proposition 2.7 (Proposition 2.6, [23] ). -Let X be a pure dimensional closed sub-scheme of P(E K ), which is of dimension d and of degree δ. We suppose that [X] = i∈I m i X i is the fundamental cycle (see [13, §1.5] for the definition) of X.
where all these
K which defines the hypersurface determined in Proposition 2.7. We call it the Cayley form of X. The incidence variety
We will construct a system of generators of X from Ψ X,K which is of degree δ, where we follow the construction of [9, §3] 
K be a non-zero element which represents the Cayley form Ψ X,K of X. This element is considered to be a homogeneous polynomial of degree δ in
so we have
By specifying x, y 0 , . . . , y d in
we obtain a linear system I X,K of homogeneous polynomials of degree δ in E ∨ K , which defines a sub-scheme X of P(E K ). In fact, an anti-symmetric homomorphism E ∨ K → E K acting on an element ξ in E ∨ K can be written as a combination over K of elements of the form ξ(x)y − ξ(y)x, where x and y are elements in E K . Definition 2.9. -With all the above notations and operations, let I X be the largest saturated sub-O K -module of Sym δ (E) such that I X ⊗ OK K = I X,K . We define I X as the Hermitian sub-vector bundle of Sym δ (E) equipped with the induced norm by the symmetric norms over Sym δ (E).
Remark 2.10. -We consider a special case. Let X be a hypersurface of
In this case, the module I X,K is generated by the element f . We refer the readers to [16, A height function induced from Cayley forms. -We consider the Cayley form of X defined in Definition 2.8. By the argument in Remark 2.10, the system I X,K defined in Definition 2.9 is generated by the polynomial f (T 0 , . . . , T n ), and in fact I X if a Hermitian line bundle over Spec O K . Then
where . v,sym is the symmetric norm over Sym
Arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of hypersurfaces
In this section, we will give both an upper and a lower bounds of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function F D defined in Definition 2.5. We will first recall a naive lower bound of F D considered in [9, 10] . In order to get better bounds, we will consider an uniform estimate of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of projective spaces with respect to the universal bundle, and we will give an estimate for the case of hypersurfaces by comparing some norms. 
which is verified uniformly for all integers D 1.
Arithmetic
Hilbert-Samuel function of projective spaces. -In this paragraph, we will give an estimate of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of the projective space of dimension n with respect to the universal bundle. 
where E is a Hermitian vector bundle of rank n + 1 over Spec O K .
Remark 3.2.
-With all the notations in Proposition 3.
by Proposition 3.1. By Proposition 2.4, we obtain
where E D is equipped with the norms of John induced by the spermium norms when D 0, and the constant R 0 (n, D) is defined in Proposition 2.4, which satisfies See Definition 2.3. By the proposition in [15, Annexe] , we have
when n 2, but the estimate of remainder is implicit. In fact, we have a finer explicit estimate, which is (in Theorem A.14)
where
n . In addition, we give both a uniform lower bound and an upper bound of the reminder explicitly. We will give the details of the above estimate in the appendix of this paper.
3.
3. An upper bound and a lower bound of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of hypersurfaces. -In this part, following Definition 2.5, we will give both an upper and a lower bounds of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of a hypersurface of P(E K ) with respect to the universal bundle, which are explicit and uniform, where we consider the case of
2 -norms. This means that for every embedding v : K ֒→ C, the norm . v which is with respect to this embedding maps (x 0 , . . . , x n ) to
In this case, we have µ E = 0 et P(E K ) = P n K . The arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function follows Definition 2.5. These estimates are better than the estimate [11] and [9] in the case of projective hypersurfaces.
For this target, first we introduce some numerical lemmas.
. . , j n be some positive integers, which satisfy
Then we have
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Proof. -The inequality i0+j0 i0
is obtained by the definition directly.
For the other side, if one of the D and D ′ is larger than or equal to n, then we can suppose that i 0 j 1 · · · j n 0, and D ′ n. In this case, if D n, we obtain i0+j0 i0
If D and D ′ are both larger than or equal to n + 1, by the Stirling formula √ 2πm
we have the inequality
, and i 0 , . . . , i n , j 0 , . . . , j n 0. If we consider F (i 0 , . . . , i n , j 0 , . . . , j n ) as a function of variables (i 0 , . . . , i n , j 0 , . . . , j n ) ∈ ]1, +∞[ 2n+2 , we can confirm that it take the minimal value when
which terminates the proof. 
where the constant G(D ′ , n) is defined in the equality (13) .
Proof. -First, we consider the case of v ∈ M K,∞ . By the properties of Banach algebra, we have
For the other side, we suppose that
. . , i n ∈ N} is a canonical orthogonal basis of E t equipped with the symmetric norm with respect to the orthonormal basis e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n of E ⊗ OK ,v C, where t ∈ N + . In this proof, we consider the case where t = D and t = D ′ . First we suppose that f and g are two elements in the canonical basis 
By Lemma 3.3, we obtain
For the general case, we consider the set {a · b| a ∈ B D , b ∈ B D ′ } = B D+D ′ , which is an orthogonal basis of E D+D ′ equipped with the symmetric norm. We denote by B D = {x i } i∈I et B D ′ = {y j } i∈J for simplicity, where I = {(i 0 , . . . , i n )| i 0 + · · · + i n = D} and J = {(i 0 , . . . , i n )| i 0 + · · · + i n = D ′ } are the index sets. Then the set {x i y j } i∈I,j∈J = B D+D ′ form an orthogonal basis of E D+D ′ . If f = ax i and g = by j for some i ∈ I and j ∈ J, where a, b ∈ K, we obtain
, and y i ∈ B D ′ are chosen as above, we obtain
and we prove the assertion for v ∈ M K,∞ . For the case of v ∈ M K,f , it is showed by the definition of the discrete valuation directly.
be the Hermitian vector bundle equipped with ℓ 2 -norms defined in (12) , and X be the hypersurface of P n K defined by the homogeneous polynomial f (T 0 , . . . , T n ) of degree δ. Let s be the non-zero global section in
which defines the Zariski closure of X in P n OK . Then we have the following short exact sequence of O K -modules:
where E D−δ and E D are defined in (2) , and F D is the saturated image of the map (7). The third arrow in (14) is the canonical quotient morphism. In order to estimate the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of the hypersurface X, we have the following result. 
are uniformly verified for any D δ.
Proof. -First, we consider the case where D δ. We suppose that deg
is the normalized Arakelov degree of E D−δ equipped with the norms as a Hermitian sub-bundle of the Hermitian vector bundle E D defined via the exact sequence (14) . Then we obtain
We need to compare the norms over E D−δ as a Hermitian sub-vector bundle of E D with the norms of John over E D−δ defined above. Let {e 1 , . . . , e N } be a orthogonal basis of E D−δ under the symmetric norms, where we note N = r(n, D − δ) for simplicity. By definition, we obtain
where . v,J is the norm of John over E D induced by the supremum norm at the place v ∈ M K,∞ . By the equality (6) and Proposition 2.4, we obtain
where R 0 (n, D) is defined in Proposition 2.4. We will estimate the term (f e 1 ) ∧ (f e 2 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (f e N ) v,sym , where v ∈ M K,∞ . Since {f e 1 , f e 2 , . . . , f e N } is a base of E D . Let . , . v be the scalar product induced by the norm . v,sym over E D for any v ∈ M K,∞ . Then by Lemma 3.4, we obtain the inequality
and the inequality
by the definition of discrete valuation. So by (16) , (19) , and (20), we have
where the slope µ(I X ) is obtained from (25) for the case of hypersurfaces. Then by (15) and (17), we obtain
By the similar argument, we obtain
by (15), (16), (17), (18) , and (20) .
Hermitian vector bundles over Spec O K , so we accomplish the proof.
3.4. Numerical estimate of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function. -Let X be a hypersurface of P n K . In Theorem 3.5, we have already give an upper bound and a lower bound of its arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function (see Definition 2.5) of X, which are both uniform and explicit. In this part, we will give a numerical estimate of the lower bound of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of X, which will be useful in a counting rational points problem below. 
We suppose
Then the inequalities µ(F
is uniformly verified for any D δ.
Proof. -By Theorem 3.5, we have
where the inequality
is verified . Then we have
when D δ. First, we have the inequality µ(I X ) < 0 by definition directly. In addition, since
then we have
We have
from the short exact sequence (14) and the definition of r(n, D). Then we have
By Theorem A.14, we obtain
By the construction of A 4 (n, D) and A ′ 4 (n, D) in Theorem A.14, the term
is uniformly bounded considered as a function of the variable D, where D δ.
Since X is a hypersurface of degree δ, the constant
satisfies the inequality in the assertion.
Remark 3.7. -With all the notations and conditions in Proposition 3.6, by this proposition and the inequality (9), there exists a positive constant C(X) depending on the hypersurface X, such that
for all D ∈ N {0} uniformly. The case of D ∈ {1, 2, . . . , δ} is obtained by the isomorphism
Let X be a projective scheme, L be a Hermitian ample line bundle, and Then the result of Proposition 3.6 can be considered as an example of [3, Lemma 4.8] when X is a hypersurface and L is the universal bundle, for we have
) when X is a projective hypersurface.
Remark 3.8.
-By [9, Proposition 3.6], we can compare µ(I X ) and the height h L (X ) of X defined by the arithmetic intersection theory. Then Theorem 3.5 covers the estimate of lower bound in [11] and [9, Theorem 4.8], for the constants in the above estimate are better.
An application: the density of rational points with small heights
We have given an uniform explicit estimate of the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel function of a projective hypersurface in §3. As an application, we first suppose that X is an integral hypersurface of degree δ in P n K , and we will construct a hypersurface of degree at most δ which covers all the rational points of small heights of X but do not contain the generic point of X. This kind of results is useful in the application of the determinant method to in counting rational points problems, see [20, Theorem 4] , [ We can prove that h(ξ) is independent of the choice of the base field K (cf. [21, Lemma B.
2.1]).
In addition, we define the relative multiplicative height of the point ξ to be
When considering the closed points of a sub-scheme X of P n K with the immersion φ : X ֒→ P n K , we define the height of ξ ∈ X(K) to be h(ξ) := h(φ(ξ)).
We shall use this notation when there is no confusion of the immersion morphism φ. By the Northcott's property (cf. [21, Theorem B.2.3]), the cardinality #{ξ ∈ X(K)| H K (ξ) B}) is finite for every B 1.
Reformulated by Arakelov geometry. -The definition of height of a rational points can be defined by the language of Arakelov geometry by the following method.
Definition 4.2.
-Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle over Spec O K of dimension n + 1, π : P(E) → Spec O K be the structural morphism, and ξ be a rational point of P(E K ). The point ξ extends in a unique way to a section P ξ of π. Let L be a Hermitian line bundle of P(E). The Arakelov height of point ξ with respect to L is defined to be
If we take L = O(1) and 
which is independent of the choice of the projective coordinate by the product formula. By definition, we have
where the height h(ξ) is defined in Definition 4.1. So Arakelov height defined in Definition 4.2 also satisfies the Northcott property. In order to use the method of Arakelov geometry, the Arakelov height defined in Definition 4.2 is useful in this approach.
Let B 1, and X be the subscheme of P n K defined. Suppose
We denote by
In addition, we denote by 
be a non-zero homogeneous polynomial with coefficients in K. The classical height h(f ) of the polynomial f is defined below:
In addition, if X is the hypersurface in P n K defined by f , we define h(X) = h(f ) as the classical height of the hypersurface X. We denote by
The classical height is invariant under the finite extension of number fields (cf. [21, Lemma B.2.1]).
We consider the Cayley form of X defined in the Definition 2.8. By the argument in Remark 2.10, the system I X,K defined in Definition 2.9 is generated by the polynomial f (T 0 , . . . , T n ), and in fact I X is a Hermitian line bundle over Spec O K in this case. Then (25) µ
where . v,sym is the symmetric norm of the space Sym δ (E ∨ K ). For a projective hypersurface X, we will compare the two heights ( µ(I X ) is considered as a height of X) mentioned above. 
Proof. -Let v ∈ M K,∞ , and s ∈ H 0 P(E K ), O P(EK ) (δ) be the non-zero global section which defines the hypersurface X. By the equality (6) and Proposition 2.4, we have log s v,J = log s v,sym + R 0 (n, δ),
where the constant R 0 (n, δ) satisfies
where r(n, δ) = n+δ n . In addition, we have the inequality
by the equality (5) In order to obtain an upper bound of − µ(I X ), we suppose that the hypersurface X is defined by the non-zero homogeneous equation
Then for any place v ∈ M K,∞ , we obtain
for there are at most n+δ δ non-zero terms in the equation f (T 0 , . . . , T n ) = 0. Then we obtain
where we use the trivial estimate n+δ δ (δ + 1) n at the last inequality above. Next, we will find a lower bound − µ(I X ). For every place v ∈ M K,∞ , let a α0,...,αn be one of the coefficients of f (T 0 , . . . , T n ) such that |a α0,...,αn | v = max i0+···+in=δ {|a i0,...,in | v }. By the integration formula of Cauchy, we have
So we obtain
for every place v ∈ M K,∞ . Then we obtain
which terminates the proof.
4.3.
Counting rational points with small heights. -We keep all the notations and definitions in §2.3. Let X be a closed sub-scheme of P(E K ). and Z = {P i } i∈I be a family of rational points of X. The evaluation map
can be factorized through η X,D defined in (7). We denote by
We have the following result.
Proposition 4.5 ([9], Propoosition 2.12). -With all the notations above. If X is integral, and we have the inequality
where r 1 (n, D) = rk(F D ). Then the homomorphism φ Z,D cannot be injective.
The main tools to prove the above proposition is the slope inequalities, see [2, Appendix A].
We combine [9, Proposition 2.12] and the lower bound of µ(F D ) in Proposition 3.6 of hypersurfaces, and then we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.6. -Let K be a number field, and X be an integral hypersurface of P n K of degree δ. We suppose that B is a positive real number satisfying the inequality
where B 0 (n, δ) is defined in Proposition 3.6, and h(X) is defined in Definition 4.3. Then the set S(X; B) can be covered by a hypersurface of degree smaller than or equal to δ which does not contain the generic point of X, where S(X; B) is defined in (23) .
Proof. -If we have the inequality
then by Proposition 4.4, we have
where µ(I X ) is defined in Definition 2.9. In addition, by Proposition 3.6, we have
for every D δ. Then by Proposition 4.5, we have the assertion. 
then S(X; B) can be covered by a hypersurface of degree smaller than or equal to δ which does not contain the generic point of X. The above implicit constant depending on n, K, and δ is original from Theorem 4.6, which can be explicitly written down. By (22) , we use no matter the classical absolute logarithmic height defined in Definition 4.1 or the Arakelov height introduced in Definition 4.2, we will always get the above result.
Appendix A. An estimate of the constant C(n, D)
The aim of this appendix it to give an explicit uniform estimate of the constant
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defined in the equality (10) . In fact, we will prove (in Theorem A.14)
n . In addition, we will give both a uniform lower and upper bounds of the reminder explicitly. The only preliminary knowledge for this section is the single variable calculus.
In the rest of this section, we note r(n, D) = n+D n , and C(n, D) same as in the equality (27) .
A.1. Preliminaries. -In this part, we will give some preliminary calculation for the estimate of C(n, D).
Proof. -In fact, we have
by Lemma A.1 and Lemma A.2. By definition, we obtain C(0, D) ≡ 0. Then in order to estimate C(n, D), we need to consider Q(n, D).
Proof. -By Abel transformation, we obtain,
In addition, we have the equality Then we obtain
By the inequality
we obtain the following result.
Proposition A.4. -Let S(n, D) as in (30) . Then we have
A.2. Explicit estimate of S(n, D) when n 2.
-We fix a real number ǫ ∈]0,
where S(n, D) is defined in (30) . For estimating S(n, D), we need an upper bound and a lower bound of S 1 (n, D) and S 2 (n, D) respectively.
First, we are going to estimate S 1 (n, D). In fact, we have
By the choice of ǫ and n, we have (1/2 + ǫ)(n + 1) < n. In addition, we have 2 m D 1/2+ǫ , so we have
Then we obtain
where we have n − 1/2 + 3ǫ < n by the choice of ǫ.
By the above argument, we obtain:
be as in (31) . We have
In addition, we have
In order to estimate S 2 (n, D), we are going to introduce the following lemma. It is a simple form of Euler-Maclaurin formula. 
Proof. -By definition, we have
Then we need to prove
For the function g(x), we have
which proves the assertion.
Let x be a real number. We denote by [x] + the smallest integer which is larger than
Proposition A.7. -Let S 2 (n, D) be as in (32) . We have
and
Proof. -The estimate of the dominant term of S 2 (n, D) is by Lemma A.6. For the estimate of the remainder of S 2 (n, D), we have
Then we obtain that
is smaller than or equal to
So we have the result.
We will estimate S 2 (n, D) by some integrations. In fact, we have
We consider the integration
So we obtain:
We are going to combine the estimates of S 1 (n, D) and S 2 (n, D) in Proposition A.5 and Corollary A.8. First, we have:
log xdx converges to
when D tends to +∞. In addition, we have
Proof. -Let
By definition, the series {a n } n 1 is decreasing, and a 1 = 
we obtain m n log m = log(n!) = 1 2 log (2π) + 1 2 log n + n log n − n + o(1).
Next, we consider the integration
Then we obtain the limit of {a n } n 1 . So we have the assertion.
Lemma A.10.
by a direct calculation.
For the other side, we apply Lemma A.6 to the function f (x) = log x, then we obtain
We combine the Corollary A.8, Lemma A.9, and Lemma A.10, we obtain the following result.
Proposition A.11. -Let S n (n, D) be as in the equality (30) . Then we have
In order to obtain an explicit estimate of S(n, D), we have the following result:
Proposition A.12.
-Let
Proof. -For estimating the dominant terms, we are going to calculate the coefficients of D n+1 log D, D n+1 , D n log D and D n in the integration in Proposition A.11. For the integration in Proposition A.11, we have the inequality
For the integration
dx, we have We combine the above estimate of the integration I(n, D) with the estimate of remainder in Proposition A.11, we obtain that A 1 (n, D) and A x log xdx−(D+1) In addition, we have log m is by Lemma A.9.
For an explicit calculation, we have A.4. Estimate of C(n, D). -In this part, we will estimate the constant C(n, D) as in (28) . By the equality (29), we can estimate the constant C(n, D) by the equalities (33), (34) and Proposition A.13.
Theorem A.14. -Let the constant C(n, D) be as in (27) . Then we have 
